
EducAtor 135
teacher’s Workstation

FEAturES:

l 29” high units

l Standard with central locking center drawer

l tops are 1-1/4” thick high-pressure laminate 

l Standard with core removable locks 

l 3mm vinyl edge band

l Full extension steel ball bearing suspension

l Full pulls standard

l 6” overhang allows teacher student conferencing

l 135 degree angle allows teacher full 

visibility of classroom

ModEl SizE dEScriPtion cubE WEight                       
ES8430cAb 84”x30”x29” 36x30 bbF Ped left return, curved center Section, center drawer, 43 310

36x30 FF Ped right return, central locking

ES8430cbA 84”x30”x29” 36x30 FF Ped left return, curved center Section, center drawer, 

36x30 bbF Ped right return, central locking 43 310

Educators 135 double Pedestal Workstation

ModEl SizE dEScriPtion cubE WEight                       
ES8430cAd 84”x30”x29” 36x30 bbF Ped left return w/ center drawer & central locking, 43 260

curved center section, 36x30 no ped. return right 

ES8430cdA 84”x30”x29” 36x30 no Ped. return left, curved center section, 43 260

36x30 bbF Ped. return right w/ center drawer & central locking

ES8430cbd 84”x30”x29” 36x30 FF Ped left return w/ center drawer & central locking, 43 260

curved center section, 36x30 no ped. return right 

ES8430cdb 84”x30”x29” 36x30 no Ped. return left, curved center Section, 43 260

36x30 FF Ped. return right w/ center drawer & central locking,   

ES7230cAd 72”x30”x29” 72x30 one piece top with curved center section, bbF pedestal on left , 36 260

no pedestal on right with center drawer and central locking.

ES7230cdA 72”x30”x29” 72x30 one piece top with curved center section, bbF pedestal on right, 36 260 

no pedestal on left with center drawer and central locking.

ES7230cbd 72”x30”x29” 72x30 one piece top with curved center section, FF pedestal on left,  36 230

no pedestal on right with center drawer and central locking.

ES7230cdb 72”x30”x29” 72x30 one piece top with curved center section, FF pedestal on right, 36 230 

no pedestal on left with center drawer and central locking.

Educators 135 Single Pedestal Workstation


